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Introduction
THE precise relationship which has been established between the
scotopic luminosity curve a'nd visual purple (Dartnall & Goodeve,
1937; Wald, 19138) leads one to expect that the photopic luminositv
curve is'similarly related to some " photopic " pigment or pig-
ments. This latter hypothesis has given rise to considerable
speculation, particularly since the evidence for the existence of
retinal pigments, other than the various forms of visual purple,
is not unequivocal. In any case there is no evidence for such
additional pigments in the human retina.

Visual purple mediates scotopic- vision by virtue of the photo-
chemical changes it undergoes on exposure to light. The rate of
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H. J. A. DARTNALL

any photochemical change is gQverned by the value of the product
y Ia where y is the quantqm efficiency of the process and Ia
the intensity of the absorbed light expressed in quanta per second.
Since the eye in the photopic condition is much less sensitive than
in the scotopic state it follows that the value of y la must be
correspondingly smaller for the photopic process.
This low value of y Ia for the photopic process could arise in the

following ways:
(i) y very small. In this case it is conceivable that the active

pigment could be overlooked as being " photostable".
(ii) Ia very small. This could be due to: (a) a very low value

for the extinction coefficient or concentration of the active pigment.
In these cases detection and isolation would be difficult; or (b) the
development in a light adapted reti'na of a stable pigment in a
sufficiently 'high optical density to prevent all but a very slight
absorption of light by the active pigment.
The many possibilities are reduced by Granit's (1941) observa-

tion with carp and tench retinae. In these retinae, which contain
the porphyrhopsin variety of visual purple (absorption maximum
at 540 m,), the photopic curve has its maximum at 600-610 mu
insteac'of 556 m, as in the case of retinae with the rhodopsin
variety of visual purple. This observation affords strong evidence
that the photo-sensitive material mediating the sensation of photo-
pic luminosity is related to the particular form of visual purple
possessed by the species.
The simplest assumption accounting for this observation is that

visual purple itself is the mediator of photopic luminosity and that
the shift in the luminosity c'urve from its scotopic to its photopic
position is the result of other factors which come into play when
the eye is light adapted. Thus the bleaching- of visual purple
results in (he formation of yellow substances. The presence of
these in a light adapted retina will have two effects. Firstly, there
will result an overall reduction in sensitivity owing to the fact that
only a fraction of the total light absorbed by the retina will be
absorbed by the visual purple. Secondly, because the (yellow)
photodecomposition products of visual purple have a heavier
absorption in the blue, there will be a relative depression of sensi-
tivity in the short wave end of the spectrum, resulting in a shift
of (he maximum of sensitivity towards the longer wave end of the
spectrum. This possibility of accounting for the Purkinje shift
was cursorily examined by Lythgoe (1938). These effects will be
enhanced by the fact that -the photopic luminosity curve is
measured at the central retina which is permeated with the yellow
macular pigment, whereas the scotopic luminosity curve is
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY

measured in a more peripheral region of the retina, free from this
pigment.
Thus the present hypothesis that visual purple mediates the'

luminosity sensations of both, scotopic and photopic vision offers
a prima facie explanation of the reduced sensitivity of photopic
vision and also of the Purkinje shift associated with light adapta-
tion. This paper is concerned with the quantitative consideration
of this hypothesis.

The effect of the presence of photodecomposition products
on the light absorbed by visual purple

When solutions of visual purple are exposed to light the red
colour fades to a light or deep yellow, depending on the hydrogen
ion concentration. Thus in alkaline solutions the colour of the
bleached solution is pale yellow, while in acid solutions it is deep
chrome yellow. Lythgoe (1937) has called the product of the
bleaching with this dependence of colour on pH, " indicator
yellow."
At low temperatures (50 C. or less) and in neutral or slightly

alkaline solutions an intermediate substance which Lythgoe (1937)
has named "transient orange " appears on bleaching visual purple.
This substance is rapidly converted to indicator yellow on allow-
ing the temperature to rise.
The retina is stated to become acid on exposure to light andI

transient orange has not been demonstrated in the bleaching of an
acid solution of visual purple. Further, it seems reasonable to
suppose that if transient orange were formed under retinal condi-
tions, it would decompose extremely rapidly at blood temperature
(370 C.) to indicator yellow. In other words it may be assumed
that there is no appreciable concentration of transient orange in a
light adapted retina at equilibrium.
The presence of indicator yellow in the light adapted retina will

affect the amount of light absorbed by' the visual purple and hence
also the luminosity curve. The degree of this effect will clearly
depend on the amounts of visual purple and indicator yellow
present and also on the pH of the light adapted retina since this
latter determines the absorption spectrum of the indicator yellow.

T,he amount of indicator yellow in the' light adapted retina.
During the' process of light adaptation indicator yellow will tend to
accumulate in the retina. Lythgoe's work has made it clear that
indicator yellow is stoichiometrically related to visual purple, that
is, any given amount of indicator yellow corresponds to a definite
amount of photochemically changed visual purple. It is also clear
from the close relation between the scotopic luminosity curve and
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H. J. A. DARTNALL

the absorption spectrum of visual purple that the dark adapted
retina must be substantially free from indicator yellow and, indeed,
free from any substances with non-unifornf absorption in the
visible spectrum. In consequence, it follows that all indicator
yellow present in a light adapted retina is derived from visual
purple.

It cannot be assumed from this, however, that the maximum
possible amount of indicator yellow in a light adapted retina is-
merely that resulting from the complete conversion of the " dark "

concentration of visual purple as this would imply that the system
light

Visual purple = Indicator yellow

is a " closed " system, i.e., that there are no precursors to visual
purple. It will be sufficiently general for the present purpose to
assume a scheme such as the following,
Precursor(s) of _ Visual s Indicator Thermal
Visual purple ~ purple ~ yellow ' decomposition

in which the formation of visual purple from precursors is shown
as a reversible reaction to account for the fact that visual purple
does not accumulate indefinitely in a retina removed from light.

It will be supposed that the production of visual purple from its
precursors is a, rapid process in comparison with regeneration
fromn its decomposition products. With this assumption, it follows
that large quantities of indicator yellow can accumulate in a retina
which has been exposed to high intensities for considerable periods
provided that the dissipation of indicator yellow by thermal decom-
position is not great. This latter condition is satisfied provided
the pH is outside the range 35 to 65 (Lythgoe and Quilliam,
1938).
The amount of visual purple in the ligsht adapted retina. After

exposure to intense lights for prolonged periods the retinae of
frogs may still contain considerable amounts of visual purple
(Lythgoe, 1940). This is probably due to the protective action
afforded by the migration of the pigment epithelium which occurs
on light adaptation. Though this migration is marked in fishes
and birds it is not so distinct in reptiles, whilst in mammals it has
not certainly been demonstrated. Oguchi (1924) failed to find it in
man. Since pigment migration is absent in man it might appear
reasonable to suppose that the amount of visual purple is very
much less in the light adapted than in the dark adapted state. This,
however, does not necessarily follow because indicator yellow also
will act as a protective filter,- particularly at the shorter wave-
lengths. If visual purple is rapidly formed from its precursors it
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY

is possible that considerable amounts may be present even in a
retina adapted to an intense illumination-since, under these condi-
tions the concentration of indicator yellow would be very high and,
in consequence, only a small fraction of the total light absorbed
would be available for the photochemical decomposition of visual
purple. It is also apparent that the concentrations of visual purple
and indicator yellow in a light adapted retina will depend not only
on the intensity of the adapting light but also on its wavelength
distribution of energy, as this latter will affect the degree
of internal filter protection accorded by the indicator yellow.
There is no.trustworthy measurement of the optical density of

the visual purple in a dark adapted human retina. Dartnall and
Goodeve (1937) assumed that the value would be similar to that
for the dark adapted frog retina and, using extraction data then
available forthis species, calculated the density at 502 m,u (the
peak density) to be 01. Broda, Goodeve and Lythgoe (1940) sub-
sequently found, when all precautions against loss were taken,
that the density in situ in the dark adapted frog retina is 054. It
is, however, unlikely that the effective peak density in the human
retina can be greater than (say) 0 2 as otherwise the correspondence
between the percentage absorption curve of visual purple and the
scotopic curve would be lost.
On exposure of a dark adapted retina to light the concentration

of visual purple will fall. When the retina has again reached
equilibrium (become adapted to the light) the visual purple may
regain its former concentration. It is even conceivable that it
could exceed it as the presence of a large amount of indicator
yellow might disturb the equilibrium between visual purple and
its precursors. It does not seem likely, however, that the concen-
tration of visual purple in a light adapted retina would ever greatly
exceed its " dark " concentration.

Theory. It will be assumed that the effect of indicator yellow
in the retina on the light absorbed by visual purple is identical
with that obtaining in a homogeneous solution or mixture of these
two substances.
Assuming Beer's and Lambert's laws to hold, the fraction of

the total amount of light absorbed by any single component of a
homogeneous solution containing several absorbing substances is
given by the optical density of the single component divided by.
the total optical density of the solution. Thus in a solution
containing both visual purple and indicator yellow, the fraction
of the total absorbed light of wavelength X which is absorbed by
visual purple is given by

D><
DAX+ D ';/
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H. J. A. DARTNALL

where DA is the density of the visual purple and D 'x that of the
indicator yellow for light of wavelength A.
The total fraction of incident light absorbed by the solution is

' (~1 10- D+t)
By combining these two terms, the fraction of incident light of

wavelength X which is absorbed by visual purple in a solution
containing both visual purple and indicator yellow is, therefore,

* 1-10
Da.D (1 0-(DX±DA)) (1)

The assumption that visual purple is produced rapidly from its
precursors implies, as previously stated, that considerable amounts
of indicator yellow can accumulate during the course of light
adaptation. Consider a solution in which the amount of visual
purple is kept constant but that of the indicator yellow con-
tinuously increased. The effect of the accumulation of indicator
yellow will be twofold. In the first place there will be a continuous
overall decrease in the amount of light absorbed by the visual
purple at all wavelengths. This may be called the " depression "

effect since any process which is dependent on the amount of light
absorbed by visual purple (such as vision) would be correspond-
ingly reduced in sensitivity. Secondly, because the absorption of
indicator yellow is not uniform throughout the spectrum, the
amount of this decrease will vary with wavelength. In other words,
the form' of the curve obtained by plotting the amount of light
absorbed by the visual purple against wavelength will change.
Actually, since indicator yellow absorbs most strongly at the short
wave end of the spectrum, the result will be to displace this curve
towards the longer wavelengths.
As the amount of indicator yellow increases, the value of the

term (1-10 (D+DA)), for the total fraction of light absorbed

by the solution approaches its maximum value of unity. In addi-
tion the density of visual purple, DA becomes less significant
in comparison with D1X, the density of the indicator yellow.
Thus as the amount of indicator yellow increases, the expression
for the amount of light absorbed by visual purple approaches
DxI/D',-
As D'X tends to an infinitely large value, the amount of light

absorbed by the visual purple, D,t/D '/,, tends to zero. The
depression " effect thus proceeds continuously with increasing

indicator yellow concentration to the limit where no light is
absorbed by the visual purple. The " displacement " effect can
be isolated from the " depression " effect by plotting the curves
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY

for the wavelength distribution of light absorbed by visual purple
as percentages of their respective maxima. The limit of the " dis-
placement " effect is thus given by plotting the values of DXID 'x,
as percentages of the maximum value, against wavelength.

Calculations. Owing to the pH dependence of the absorption
of indicator yellow, it is first necessary to arrive-at a value for the
pH of the light adapted retina. No measurements appear to have
been made of the variation of the pH of the retina with adaptation.
Lythgoe (1938) has assumed the value 6-5 for the " light adapted "
retina. Unfortunately, the absorption spectrum of indicator
yellow at fhis PH is not given by Lythgoe in his 1937 paper, the
nearest determinations being at pH 7 and pH 61. Provisionally
the value 61 will be assumed.
The densities of visual purple and indicator yellow solutions at

pH 61 are shown in the first and second columns respectively of
Table I. These figures (Lythgoe, 1937) are the densities of an

TABLE I

The densities at various wavelengths of a visual purpl'e
solution and t-he corresponding indicator yellow
solution obtained by photochemical bleaching (columns
2 and 3 respectively) and the values of the ratio of
visual purple density to indicator yellow density
(column 4). pH 6.1. (From Lythgoe (1937)).

Wavelength Densities at pH 6.1 Ratio
MIA Visual Purple Indicator Yellow

420 0.35 0.61 0.57
430 0.42 0.54 0.78
440 0.49 0.47 1.04
450 0.60 0.39 1.54
460 0.71 0.33 2.15
470 0.82 0.27 3.04
480 0.92 0.23 4.0
490 1.00 0.18 5.6
500 1.03 0.14 7.4
510 1.01 0.12 8.4
520 0.93 0.09 10.3
5 40 0.80 0.07 11.4
540 0.65 0,05 13
550 0.47 0.04 12
560 0.31 0.02 15
580 0.12 0.01 12
600 0.04 0.01 4
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8H. J. A. DARTNALL

unbleached and bleached solution and include absorption due to
impurities. Lythgoe attempted to estimate the amount of absorp-
tion by the impurities, but his methods were not sound and the
uncorrected figures are more reliable. It is clear from a study of
his paper that his solutions were almost photometrically pure, the
density of absorbing impurities being very small, particularly at
the longer wavelengths.
The expression (1) for the amount of light absorbed by visual

purple consists of two factors. The factor within the bracket
evaluates the total light absorbed, that is, by the visual purple and

indicator yellow combined; the remaining factor, D , gives

the fraction of this total which is absorbed by t'he visual purple.
The amount of visual purple in a retina at any given stage of

light adaptation cannot, at present, be assessed. It may be very
small or it may be of the same order as in the dark adapted retina
or, conceivably, even somewhat greater. It depends, among other
things, on what degree of protection from bleaching is afforded by
the accumulated indicator yellow and this, in turn, depends on
the wavelength distribution of the adapting light.

All possibilities will, however, be covered by considering two
extreme cases. In the first case the effect of increasing amounts of
indicator yellow on the light absorbed by visual purple having a
density of 05 at 502 m,u will be considered. This concentration of
visual purple has been intentionally chosen as being, in all
probability, much higher than would ever occur in a light adapted
retina. In the second case the effect of increasing amounts of
indicator yellow on fhe light absorbed by visual purple of infini-
tesimally small peak density will be -considered. These two cases
constitute upper and lower extremes respectively.

First Case. In Fig. 1 are shown two series of curves. The

A-series curves, calculated fromtheexpression 1-10 (DA+DA))

show the total fraction of light of each wavelength absorbed by
solutions containing (in every case) visual purple of peak density
0 5 and indicator yellow of concentration indicated by the numeral
for each curve. The numerals actually represent the peak density
of the parent visual purple solution, this being a convenient
measure of indicator yellow concentration since visual purple and
indicator yellow are stoichiometrically related. Conversion to
actual indicator yellow densities may be carried out using table I.
Thus from table I and simple proportion the indicator yellow
arising from the photodecomposition of visual purple of peak
density 10 for example has an actual density of 4,56 at 440 mu
0 88 at 520 mp, etc.
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY. 801
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FIG. 1.

A series curves.-The total percentage of incident light absorbed by mixtures
of visual purple (peak density 0 5 throughout) and indicator yellow of various
concentrations. The numerals are measures of the indicator yellow concien-
trations and refer to the peak density of the visual purple from- which
they are derived.
B series curves.-The " depression " and " displacement " effects, at various
indicator yellow concentrations, on-the percentage of incident light absorbed by
visual purple of peak density 05. The curve marked "0"refers to visnal purple
alone; other numerals are as for the A'series curves. The intersection of the-
dotted curve connecIting the maxima of the curves with the wavelength axis
indicates the limiting displacement of the maximum at infinite indicator
yellow concentration.
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The B-series curves of Fig. 1 have been calculated from
expression (1) and, show the fraction of incident light absorbed by
the visual purple. The " depression " and " displacement
effects are clearly shown. The limiting curve of the B-series is
the wavelength axis of the graph or, in other words, when the
concentration of indicator yellow is infinite the light absorbed by
the visual purple is nil. The limit of the " displacement " effect is
indicated by the dotted line which passes fhrough the maxima of
the curves. By re-plotting the B-series curves as percentages of
their respective maxima the " displacement " effect can be isolated.
If this is done it is found that the limiting curve of the family has
a maximum at about 550 my,
Second Case. In this extreme case, where the concentration of

visual purple is vanishingly small, DX may be neglected by
comparison with D'X in expression (1) which accordingly may be
rewritten

DD 1-10 DA

By evaluating the factor (1-10 - D') for various concentrations
of indicator yellow, a series of curves similar to the A-series curves
of Fig. 1 may be obtained. Such curves illustrate the normal
broadening of an absorption band with concentration and show
that, in the case of indicator yellow, the wavelength up to which
virtually complete absorption occurs advances with increasing
concentration towards the red end of the spectrum.
The value of the -remaining factor, DA /D'x, is vanishingly

small in the present case. Therefore, in order to illustrate the
displacement " effect isolated from the " depression " effect,

the ordinates of the curves described in the previous paragraph are
multiplied by the appropriate values of the ratio of visual -purple
density to indicator yellow density from Table I. The resulting
curves are plotted as percentages of their respective maxima in
Fig. 2.
The values of the ratio of visual purple density to indicator

yellow density in Table I are rather uncertain at wavelengths
beyond 520 m, owing to the small absorption of the indicator
yellow solution at the longer wavelengths. The resulting irregu-
larities in the derived curves of Figs. 1 (B-series) and 2 accordingly
become increasingly apparent as the maximum moves towards the
longer wavelengths. Now the limiting curve of Fig. 2 is given by
the ratio DA/D'x alone since- here the remaining term

(1 -10 D'A) is equal to unity. To show the limiting curve of
this series more clearly, therefore, it has been plotted from the
values for the ratios Dk/D.'x of Table I after they have been
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY 803
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FIG. 2.

The " displacement " effect of various concentrations of indicator
yellow on the light absorbed by visual purple of very low concentration.
The curve marked " O" is the absorption spectrum of visual purple.
The curve marked " 00 "is the limiting curve of the series, attal'ned
at infinite indicator yellow concentration.

smoothed by the " mefhod of fitting parabolas of degree 2 or 3"
(Whittaker and Robinson, 1924).
The results of the calculated examples may be summarized as,

follows. The absolute value of the " depression " effect (reduction
in sensitivity) for a given state of light adaptation cannot be
assessed without a knowledge of the'-concentrations of visual purple
.and indicator yellow in t'he light adapted retina. The " displace-
ment " effect (Purkinje shift), on the other hand, proceeds to a
limit which is independent of the visual purple concentration.
Furt'her, although this limit is attained only when the concentration
of indicator yellow is infinite, it is, as shown by Figs. I and 2,
closely approached at finite concentrations of indicator yellow.

H~~~~~~~~~~~~

The effect of absorption by the macula lutea, and the
pre-retinal ocular media

The determination of photopic luminosities is carried out'in the
central retina where absorption due to the ma'cular pigment takes
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H. J. A. DARTNAI.L
place. In (he measurement of scotopic luminosities, however, the
retinal region employed is beyond the macula.
Sachs (1891) deterniined the mean coefficients of transmission

of monochromatic light by the yellow pigment from the macula
of human eyes (nine specimens) and obtained the results shown in
Table II.

TABLE II
The variation of transmission with wavelength at the

macular region of the retina.

Wavelength Transmission of Transmission of Combinedmacula lutea ocular media Transmission(per cent.) (per cent.) (per cent.)

420 67.0 16.0 10.7
430 67.0 24.8 16.6
440 67.0 31.8 21.3
450 67.0 38.8 26.0
460 67.1 42.6 28.6
470 67.5 43.8 29.6
480 68.0 45.8 31.1
490 70.0 48.1 33.7
500 74.0 49.5 36.6
510 80.0 51.0 40.8
520 90.5 52.5 47.5
530 94.1 54.0 50.8
540 95.1 55.9 53.2
550 96.2 57.0 54.8
560 97.1 57.2 -55.5
580 99.1 59.4 58.9
600 100.0 61.0 61.0

A further source of preferential light absorption is that by the
aqueous, lens, and vitreous. This absorption is, of course, always
present irrespective of the retinal region investigated. Ludvigh
and McCarthy's data (1938) for the transmission of the ocular
media are also shown in Table II.

In the last column of the table the combined effect of these two
factors is shown.

Derivation of the photopic luminosity curve
In order to complete the comparison with the photopic luminosity

curve, the ordinates of the curves of Figs. 1 (B series) and 2
require to be multiplied by the transmission factor appropriate to
each wavelength (shown in Table II). The families of curves so
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H. J. A. DARTNALL

obtained represent luminosity curves for different levels of light
adaptation (different concentrations of indicator yellow), the limit-
ing curve corresponding to the condition of complete adaptation
to a very high intensity (infinite concentration of indicator yellow).
As this latter condition is approximated when the photopic
luminosity curve is measured it is appropriate to select the limiting
curve for the purpose of comparison. When the ordinates of the
limiting curve (the ratios' Dk/D'x of Table I) are multiplied by
the appropriate transmission factors of Table II and 'he values
obtained adjusted proportionately so that the maximum is 100, the
values shown by filled circles in Fig. 3 are obtained.

In the foregoing calculations the pH of the light adapted retina
was assumed to be '61. This'is probably rather on the acid side.
If the pH is taken as 70 and the value of DA/D.'Afor this pH are
multiplied by the appropriate transmission factors of Table II,
the luminosity values for this pH are obtained. These results are
shown as unfilled circles- in Fig. .3. Similarly derived values for
pH 5 2 are shown as half-filled circles.

For comparison, the photopic luminosity curves based on an
equal energy spectrum (dotted line) and on an equal quantum
intensity spectrum (full line) are shown in (he same figure. The
ordinates of Fig. 3 are plotted on a logarithmic basis, so that equal
percentage deviations of the calculated luminosities correspond to
equal distances from the photopic curves.

It will be observed from Fig. 3 that the best agreement between
the derived and experimental photopic luminosities is obtained at
pH 61. Since the derived luminosities both for the less acid
(pH 7) and the more acid (pH 5 2) cases deviate from the experi-
mental curve in the same sense, it may be inferred' that in the
neighbourhood of pH 61 the derived luminosities are not closely
dependent on pH. Thus Lythgoe's estimate of 65 as the pH of
the light adapted retina is supported by the present results. It is
possible that the variation between (he luminosity curves of
different individuals is due to pH variations.

It will also be noted that the derived luminosities agree better
with the experimental curve when the latter is on an equal quantum
intensity basis (han when it is on an equal energy basis. This
indicates that the primary part of the physico-physiological process
in photopic vision (as in scotopic vision) is photochemical.

Discussion
The foregoing derivation of the photopic luminosity curve rests

on two main assumptions. These are:
1, that the production of visual purple from precursors is a

rapid process in comparison with regeneration from its photo-
products;
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY

2, that the influence of indicator yellow on the iight absorbed
by visual purple is that which would obtain in a homogeneous
mixture of the two substances.
The first assumption allows the possibility of the accumulation

of relatively large amounts of indicator yellow in a light adapted
eye, provided that thermal dissipation is not too rapid. (At pH
6-5 this condition is satisfied.)

Insufficient is known about the production of visual purple from
precursors to discuss this assumption profitably. It is, however,
possible to make a rough estimate of the minimum amount of
indicator yellow required to shift the maximum .of the derived
luminosity curve to its photopic position (550 my). The validity
of the ratio Dx/D!'A as a measure of the fraction of incident light
absorbed by visual purple, -depends on the assumption that all the
incident light is absorbed. Strictly speaking, this is true only
when the density of the indicator yellow is infinite. Absorption
is, however, complete for practical purposes (>95 per cent.) at
densities of 13 and more. As the concentration of indicator ye'llow
increases in the retina, the point in the spectrum up to which there
is virtually complete absorption moves towards the longer wave-
lengths. The maximum of the limiting curve of Fig. 2 is at
550 my (approx.). Consequently when the concentration of indi-
cator yellow becomes such that its density at this wavelength is
equal to or greater than 13, then the derived luminosity curve will
also have its maximum at this wavelength and will, moreover,
correspond exactly with the limiting curve on the blue side of the
maximum. Further increase in the concentration of indicator yellow
will result in a raising of the ordinates on the red side of the
maximum to their ultimate positions corresponding to the limiting
curve of Fig. 2.
Now the photod7ecomposition of visual purple of peak density'

10 yields indicator yellowof density 004 at 550 my at pH 6-1 and
0 05 at pH 7. Taking the mean density, 0 045, as applicable to a
pH of 6-5 it is seen that to achieve a density of.1-3 would require
the decomposition of visual -purple of peak density 13/0-045=
ca. 29. [This calculation refers to the extreme case where the
concentration of visual purple in the -light adapted retina is
regarded as very small. If the other extreme (peak density 0.5) is
assumed then the corresponding visual purple density at 550 mp,
namely, 023 must be subtracted from 13 since it contributes to
the total density. In this case the amount of indicator vellow
required is that derived froma visual purple of peak density
1-07/0 045=ca. 24.]

These can only be regarded as rough estimates since the absorption
of indicator yellow at 550 mp is not very accurately known. They
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indicate, nevertheless, that a considerable amount of photodecom-
position of visual purple is necessary to produce sufficient indicator
yellow to account for the whole of the Purkinje shift. It is for
this reason that the first assumption has been made, namely that
the production of visual purple from precursors is a rapid process.
'l'his is in distinction to the generally held view which regards
the precursor-s as merely making good the inevitable katabolic
losses of visual purple and its photoproducts.

Intormation concerning the mode of occurrence of visual purpre
in the retina is insufficient to allow a discussion of the likelihood
of the second assumption, namely that the division of absorbed
light between visual purple and indicator yellow is such as would
obtain in a homogeneous mixture of the two substances. In
support of this assumption, however, is the fact that the displace-
ment of the luminosity curve as light adaptation proceeds, that is,
as the amount of indicator yellow accumulates, is not an indefinite
process. The limit beyond which no further change takes place
corresponds to the photopic luminosity curve. If, as an alternative
hypothesis, it were assumed that the indicator yellow acts as an
external light filter, its effect, as it accumulated in the retina, on
the light absorbed by visual purple and hence on the calculated
luminosity curve would be to shift the maximum further and
further into the red.

If the above two assumptions are allowed then a number of
visual phenomena are capable of explanation. Thus, the failure
to find a photosensitive pigment corresponding to the photopic
luminosity curve is due to the dual role of visual purple in acting
as the mediator of both scotopic and (in the presence of indicator
yellow) photopic luminosity. The Purkinje shift is quantitatively
accounted for, the photopic luminosity curve being calculated as
the limiting case of the effect of indicator yellow on the light
absorbed by visual purple. The corresponding shift in the case
of retinae containing porphyrhopsin is similarly explained.
Further, the derived photopic luminosity curve agrees better with
the measured curve when the latter is plotted, in accordance with
photochemical principles, on an equal quantum intensity basis.
The lower sensitivity of the light adapted retina is at least partlv
accounted for by the screening action of the accumulated indicator
yellow.
A basis for the explanation of certain aspects of dark adaptation

is also provided. As is well known the course of dark adaptation,
as measured by the visual threshold at various intervals of time,
depends on the previous history of light adaptation. For example,
after exposures to light for short periods the rate of return of
sensitivity is much more rapid than after exposures for long
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VISUAL PURPLE AND LUMINOSITY

periods even though the thresholds immediately after adaptation
nay be similar.
The presence of variable amounts of indicator yellow in the;

light adapted retina is consistent with these facts. Thus while a'
short exposure may be sufficient to reduce the visual purple
concentration (and hence the sensitivity) to a low figure, the total
amount of photodecomposition during the adapting period and
hence the amount of' indicator yellow formed may be relatively
small. In consequence, on return to the dark, the concentration
of visual purple will be rapidly restored from precursors and
indicator yellow, any residual amount of indicator yellow being
small and hence without great effect on the sensitivity. After
exposures for long periods, however, the total amount of photo-
decomposition, and hence amount of indicator yellow formed, will
be large. Consequently, although on return to the dark the con-
centration of visual purple will be equally, if not more, rapidly
restored, indicator yellow will still at this point be present in large
amount. Not until this " excess " has been discharged will the
sensitivity of the retina return to its full value corresponding to
complete dark adaptation.
The pheiAomenon of'" rod monochromatism " (Wright, 1946)

can also be accounted for. Subjects with this visual defect are
unable to discriminate hues and, while having a normal scotopic
luminositv curve, suffer from nystagmus, photophobia and poor
visual acuity under conditions of illumination which, in a normal
observer, would evoke photopic vision. An additional characteris-
tic is an abnormally slow rate of recovery (dark adaptation)
following exposure to a bright light. As the name implies, the
usual explanation given for this type of defect is that vision
is mediated by rods alone, cone vision being absent.
This is.little more than a description however. On the present
hypothesis the absence of a photopic luminosity curve and
the slow rate of dark adaptation are attributable to a reduction in
the capacity for the production of visual purple from precursors.
Thus the absence of a steady supply of visual purple would preven't
the accumulation of sufficient indicator yellow in bright light to
displace the luminosity curve to its photopic .position. The p'hoto-
phobia presumably arises from the absence of the normal protective
action afforded by the indicator yellow.

In the light adapted condition the eye is colour sensitive. It is
outside the scope of this paper to discuss the mechanism of colour
perception; it is mentioned merely for the purpose of clarifying
the implications of* the present concepts. The sensation of
luminosity is generally regarded ag an intensive property of the
sensation of hue. While there are practical reasons for this there
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are many phenomena, a number of which are given by Troland
(1922), which indicate that the sensations of luminosity and hue
are mediated by separate processes. The existence of a defect
known as " cone monochromatism " (Pitt, 1944), in which the
subject has normal dark adaptation, normal scotopic and photopic
luminosity, curves and yet no colour sense, is sufficient indication
Chat luminosity and hue sensations are not necessarily related as
intensive and extensive attributes.
One of the many difficulties of the Duplicity Theory is

in accounting for the r6le'of the rods at high illuminations. This
difficulty arises directly from the habit of regarding luminosity as
the intensive property of hue. If the present hypothesis that visual
purple mediates both scotopic and photopic luminosities is true,
then it is possible that the rods are responsible for the mediation
of luminosity both at scotopic and photopic levels, leaving the
cones for the mediation of the hue sensations.

Summary
The hypothesis that visual purple is the mnediator of photopic

luminosity sensations as well as of scotopic is investigated. Two
main assumptions are made in developing the hypothesis. The,
first of these is that the production of visual purple from its pre-
cursors is a rapid process in comparison with regeneration from its
photoproducts; the second, that the influence of absorption by the
photoproducts on the light absorbed by visual purple is equal to
that obtaining in a'homogenous mixture of the substances.

It is shown that the effect of the accumulation of photoproducts
(indicator yeltow) in a retina exposed to light, is to move the
position- of maximum light absorption by visual purple towards
the longer wavelengths. This process is not indefinitely pro-
longed. As the amount of indicator yellow accumulates the
light absorbed curve of visual purple rapidly approximates to a
limniting position having a maximum at about 550 m,A. When this
limiting curve is corrected for absorption by the ocular media and
by the macular pigment, the resulting curve closely approximates
to the photopic luminosity curve.
Apart from accounting for the Purkinje shift in a quantitative

manner the hypothesis provides a basis for the explanation of a
number of other visual phenomena, notably the reduced sensitivity
of photopic vision and the dependence of the rate of dark adapta-
tion upon the previous light history of the retina.
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SCLERAL RESECTION IN THE TREATMENT
OF RETINAL DETACHMENT

(A Preliminary Report)
BY

SEYMOUR PHILPS
LONDON

THE great majority of retinal detachments are cured by Gonin's
operation of scleral diathermy over the site of the retinal tear, but
there remains a percentage which is not. cured by this means. This
percentage varies from 20 t6 30, and the causes of failure are
various. Apart from those patients in whom inter-current disease
or other factors make operation impossible, the causes of failure
of the diathermy may be

(1) Failure to see and therefore to seal off the retinal tear.
(2) Retraction of the vitreous and shrinkage of the retina,

making it too small to " fit " the eye, so that even after a success-
ful diathermy operation the retina breaks away again.

Failure to s.e the Retinal Hole. If the media are transparent
the whole of the retina can be examined ophthalmoscopically and
a hole, if present, can be located. Lack of transparency of the
media whether due to lens opacity, capsular remains or vitreous
opacity may mean that the view of the retina is so poor that all
efforts to locate a retinal tear are fruitless.
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